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TO OUR R E A D E R S

The favourable reception (granted by the English 
speaking public, from Emgland to Pennsylvania, 
from Japan to South Australia, to the ” Danu- 
bian News” ( the first ntumber of which was pub

lished November last), and furtHerthe letters of welcome 
and sympathetic response still pnouring into our editorial 
office day by day, encourage arud induce us to issue our 
periodical henceforth under the ilitle of ” The Danubian 
Review” , giving it a more pleading appearance, enlar
ging its compass and enriching its contents.

Henceforth, as hitherto, we sihall endeavour to offer 
a faithful and objective survey of the political, social 
and economic currents prevailing among the peoples 
of the Danubian Valley. W e do not, however, intend to 
hide our conviction that the present political status in 
these parts of Europe is not on ly  in contradiction with 
the most elementary requirements of right and justice, 
but equally at variance with tthe true interests of all 
peoples concerned, and even with those of Europe, and, 
indeed, the civilised world at large. In point of fact, 
political conditions prevailing i:n these regions prevent 
the change of atmosphere necessary to assure the peace
ful living together and normal economic intercourse 
between its peoples.

We do not hesitate, either, to declare that we see 
the main cause of the Danubian Valley's present 
deplorable condition in the Peace Treaty of Trianon. 
We are fighting, therefore, for its peaceful revision. 
The disruption of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy 
called for a careful recasting of the broken equilibrium 
of political, social and economic factors ruling in the 
Danubian Valley. The territorial clauses of the Peace 
Treaty, hastily imposed and without due deliberation, 
produced, instead, a permanent state of disequilibrium. 
This was achieved by allotting mare than two thirds of 
Hungarian territory to other States without consulting 
the inhabitants, and even in spite of the desperate 
protest of three and a half millions of Magyars. The

result was not alone a dreadful humiliation and damage 
inflicted upon Hungary, but also the presenting of 
a doubtful gift to the neighbouring countries. These 
new States have become the scenes of national conflicts 
surpassing in vehemence and bitterness all previous 
experience; they were unable, moreover, to preserve 
the economic welfare of the territories severed from 
Hungary —  the very laws of economics and geography 
alone sufficed to prevent it —  and the tide of economic 
decay could not be averted from sweeping their old 
territories as well. They try to oppose the forces of 
attraction still emanating from Hungary by feverishly 
arming against that disarmed country, and, in order 
to meet the steadily growing internal forces of unrest, 
they resort to measures of violent repression.

The establishment of a new balance of forces in the 
Danube Basin is inconceivable without the solution 
of the Hungarian problem. It is but natural, therefore, 
that our studies and information should centre in this 
problem, due regard being paid to its various ramifi
cations, especially to the lamentable position of the 
Magyar minorities living in the Little Entente States. 
We shall not forget, either, the fact that Hungary, this 
old sentinel of the West, mounting guard on the con
fines of the Balkans and the Eastern World, may not 
hope to retain the sympathies of the Western peoples 
unless she can produce testimonies of her unchanged 
ability to fulfil her mission in future too. In order to 
demonstrate how earnestly and conscientiously Hun
gary devoted and still devotes herself to her historic tasks, 
we propose to utilise the extended space now at our dispo 
sal for the purpose of giving account of the more outstan
ding achievements of her people, and of its spiritual 
and social contacts with the English speaking world.

These considerations will guide ” The Danubian 
Review” , this more robust offspring of the ’ ’Danubian 
News” , launched today on her journey of good will 
and good hope.
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